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Exact data mining from inexact data

Big data pertain to multiple facets of modern science and technology enlisting biology, physics, social networks, financial 
analysis, smart cities and many more. Despite the overwhelming amount of accessible data alongside the abundance of 

mining schemes, the prelude of data mining faces a key challenge in that the data are hardly ever available in their original 
form. Common operations such as compression, anonymization and right protection may significantly affect the accuracy of 
the mining outcome. We will discuss the fundamental balance between data transformation and data utility under prevalent 
mining operations such as search, K-nearest neighbors and clustering. In specific, we will illustrate classes of data transformation 
– information extraction methods where it is actually feasible to acquire the exact mining outcome even when operating on 
the transformed domain. This talk will feature three specific problems: Optimal distance estimation of compressed data series; 
nearest neighbor preserving watermarking and; cluster preserving compression. We provide provable guarantees of mining 
preservation, and further highlight the efficacy and efficiency of our proposed methods in a multitude of datasets: weblogs, 
VLSI images, stock prices, videos, and images from anthropology, natural sciences, and handwritings.
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